New Year Celebrations- Poster Competition organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Poster Competition for students to give you the chance to contribute to and share your poster
making skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:











Each participant may submit a maximum of two posters.
Submitted entries must be posters prepared by the individual submitting them and not made
by any third party or from a commercial source.
Posters may be submitted as prints or in digital form.
Each entry must have a title / a caption.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018.
There will be one prize of £25 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially
selected judging panel.
By submitting your poster you are agreeing, should you win, to allow your poster to be used
in College materials promoting multicultural events and activities in the coming year.
Printed posters may be submitted via the College's internal mail system to Samia Gillani,
Chair Racial Equality Focus Group, Barnes Building, Bede Campus. (Printed posters may be
returned to you if you wish, so please include your full name and location in College to
enable us to do this.)
Posters submitted electronically should be sent by email to
samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

New Year Celebrations- Photography / Screen Saver Competition organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Photography / Screen Saver Competition for students to give you the chance to contribute to
and share your photography skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:












Each participant may submit a maximum of two photographs / Screen Savers.
Submitted entries must be photographs / Screen Saver prepared by the individual
submitting them and not made by any third party or from a commercial source.
Photographs may be submitted as prints or in digital form.
Each entry must have a title / a caption or description explaining why the photograph /
Screen Saver was chosen for submission.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018.
There will be one prize of £25 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially
selected judging panel.
By submitting your photographs / Screen Saver you are agreeing, should you win, to allow
your photograph / Screen Saver to be used in College materials promoting multicultural
events and activities in the coming year.
Printed photographs may be submitted via the College's internal mail system to Samia
Gillani, Chair Racial Equality Focus Group, Barnes Building, Bede Campus. (Printed
photographs may be returned to you if you wish, so please include your full name and
location in College to enable us to do this.)
Photographs / Screen Saver submitted electronically should be sent by email to
samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

New Year Celebrations- Painting / Drawing Competition organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Painting / Drawing Competition for students to give you the chance to contribute to and share
your Painting / Drawing skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:












Each participant may submit a maximum of two Painting / Drawing.
Submitted entries must be Painting / Drawing prepared by the individual submitting them
and not made by any third party or from a commercial source.
Painting / Drawing may be submitted as prints or in digital form.
Each entry must have a title / a caption or description explaining why the Painting / Drawing
was chosen for submission.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018. There will be
one prize of £25 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially selected judging
panel.
By submitting your Painting / Drawing you are agreeing, should you win, to allow your
Painting / Drawing to be used in College materials promoting multicultural events and
activities in the coming year.
Printed Painting / Drawing may be submitted via the College's internal mail system to Samia
Gillani, Chair Racial Equality Focus Group, Barnes Building, Bede Campus. (Printed Painting
/ Drawing may be returned to you if you wish, so please include your full name and location
in College to enable us to do this.)
Painting / Drawing submitted electronically should be sent by email to
samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

New Year Celebrations- Poetry Writing Competition organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Poetry Writing Competition for students to give you the chance to contribute to and share
your poetic skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:












Each participant may submit a maximum of two poems.
Submitted entries must be poems written by the individual submitting them and not made
by any third party or from a commercial source.
Poems may be submitted as prints or in digital form.
Each entry must have a title.
The guided length of the poem is up to 20 lines.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018.
There will be one prize of £25 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially
selected judging panel.
By submitting your poems you are agreeing, should you win, to allow your poems to be used
in College materials promoting multicultural events and activities in the coming year.
Printed poems may be submitted via the College's internal mail system to Samia Gillani,
Chair Racial Equality Focus Group, Barnes Building, Bede Campus. (Printed poems may be
returned to you if you wish, so please include your full name and location in College to
enable us to do this.)
Poems
submitted
electronically
should
be
sent
by
email
to
samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

New Year Celebrations- Short Story / Play writing Competition organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Short Story / Play Writing Competition for students to give you the chance to contribute to
and share your story / play writing skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:


Each participant may submit a maximum of two short stories / plays.



Submitted entries must be short stories / plays written by the individual submitting them
and not made by any third party or from a commercial source.
short stories / plays may be submitted as prints or in digital form.
Each entry must have a title.
The guided length of the poem is up to 1000 words.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018.
There will be one prize of £25 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially
selected judging panel.
By submitting your short stories / plays you are agreeing, should you win, to allow your








short stories / plays to be used in College materials promoting multicultural events and




activities in the coming year.
Printed short stories / plays may be submitted via the College's internal mail system to
Samia Gillani, Chair Racial Equality Focus Group, Barnes Building, Bede Campus. (Printed
short stories / plays may be returned to you if you wish, so please include your full name
and location in College to enable us to do this.)
short stories / plays submitted electronically should be sent by email to
samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

New Year Celebrations- Film / Video Making Competition organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Film / Video Making Competition for students to give you the chance to contribute to and
share your story / play writing skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:


Each participant may submit a maximum of two films / videos.



Submitted entries must be films / videos made by the individual submitting them and not
made by any third party or from a commercial source.
Each entry must have a title.
The guided length of the film / video is up to 15 minutes.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018.
There will be one prize of £25 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially
selected judging panel.
By submitting your films / videos you are agreeing, should you win, to allow your films /







videos to be used in College materials promoting multicultural events and activities in the
coming year.


Your films / videos should be sent by email to samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

New Year Celebrations- Poetry / Story / Play Writing Competition for
ESOL Learners organised
by
Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group

New Year 2018

‘Beauty'
As part of the New Year festivities Sunderland College Racial Equality Focus Group is launching
a Poetry / Story / Play Writing Competition for ESOL students to give you the chance to
contribute to and share your poetry / story / play writing skills with the College community.
The theme of the competition is ‘Beauty' and we invite all students to contribute a poster that
you think encapsulates this theme to good effect. The participants may consider what constitutes
‘Beauty' for them from a personal perspective or in a wider context with a special emphasis on
promoting equality and diversity.

Details of the Competition:














Each participant may submit a maximum of two poems / stories / plays.
Submitted entries must be poems / stories / plays written by the individual submitting
them and not made by any third party or from a commercial source.
Poems / stories / plays may be submitted as prints or in digital form.
Each entry must have a title.
The guided length of the poem is up to 20 lines.
The guided length of the story / play is 1000 words.
The deadline for receiving entries is 5pm on Monday, 22nd January 2018.
There will be one prize of £20 for the winning entry which will be chosen by a specially
selected judging panel.
By submitting your poems / stories / plays you are agreeing, should you win, to allow your
poems / stories / plays to be used in College materials promoting multicultural events and
activities in the coming year.
Printed poems / stories / plays may be submitted via the College's internal mail system to
Samia Gillani, Chair Racial Equality Focus Group, Room 009, St Peter’s Campus. (Printed
poems / stories / plays may be returned to you if you wish, so please include your full
name and location in College to enable us to do this.)
Poems / stories / plays submitted electronically should be sent by email to
samia.gillani@sunderlandCollege.ac.uk

